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The greenproperty seal of quality sets high stan-
dards for sustainable property management and 
has no reason to shy away from comparison with 
conventional building certification systems. 

Ten years after the greenproperty quality seal was launched, it was revamped in 2019. 
The handbook, now publicly available, contains updated and pioneering developments 
in the area of sustainable construction and serves to create transparency. 

In addition to the proprietary, holistic greenproperty seal of quality, Credit Suisse 
Asset Management Global Real Estate also applies other building certification 
systems to projects in its portfolio. This is why requirements of other labels have also 
been taken into consideration in the revised version of greenproperty, thereby taking 
advantage of synergies and reducing the time and effort that goes into certification 
under multiple systems. The independent consulting agency Amstein + Walthert AG 
has conducted a comparison of labels which reveals the similarities and differences 
between greenproperty and the major certification systems in the Swiss market. The 
comparison was performed objectively, with the results being illustrated side-by-side 
in a table.
 
Conclusions
The results show that greenproperty has the greatest similarities with the holistic 
sustainability labels SNBS, DGNB (SGNI), BREEAM, and LEED. SNBS and DGNB 
(SGNI) in particular are highly comparable to greenproperty. One reason for this is 
the fact that both SNBS and DGNB (SGNI) are based on Swiss standards and 
building regulations, as is greenproperty.

greenproperty –
Comparison of certification systems

greenproperty is the first compre-
hensive Swiss quality seal for 
sustainable real estate. Certifica-
tion follows a holistic ESG ap-
proach, taking account of essen-
tial criteria. (ESG: environmental, 
social, and governance)
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ESG reference Environmental, Social and Governance. This is used interchangably with the term "sustainable".
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The greenproperty seal of quality is characterized by a performance-oriented 
assessment system which focuses on the implementation of measures. The right 
decisions for optimal operation and for meeting the needs of every group of stake-
holders should be made as early as the initial planning process and during construc-
tion. Furthermore, the focus is not only on energy efficiency and low carbon emis-
sions but also on criteria concerning use, infrastructure, materials, and life cycle. 
Criteria related to innovation also ensure that the system is dynamic.

The greatest differences in regard to structure and process can be found between 
traditional labels and standards such as SIA 2040 and CECB. With the exceptions of 
CECB and, in some cases, SIA 2040, every label involves verification by an indepen-
dent inspection or certification authority.

Requirements 
The comparison between the greenproperty seal of quality and the other labels 
highlights the differences in orientation and depth of evaluation. The greenproperty 
seal serves as the baseline for comparison. Requirements that are not evaluated 
under greenproperty have not been taken into account in the label comparison. 
These include the following requirements, broken down by subject area, which apply 
for at least two labels: building site (site relatively free of waste, soil protection on the 
site, etc.); light pollution (exterior lighting); mobility accounting (energy consumption 
and greenhouse gas emissions during operation); coolants (environmental impact); 
individual measurements (e.g. sound insulation after completion).

In addition, greenproperty assesses the following requirements which are not 
evaluated under at least four of the eight other labels. These include: security and 
safety (e.g. natural hazards, sense of security); target groups (participation, integra-
tion, mixing); emissions (radiation, noise); environmental pollution (site contamination, 
recycled concrete); and operation (comparison of variants based on life cycle costs, 
data management/documentation).

Credit Suisse Asset Management always evaluates the cost-efficiency of a project in 
advance, which is why that criterion is not part of the greenproperty seal of quality.

The dynamic criteria related to innovation that are incorporated into greenproperty 
have not been taken into consideration in the comparison because there are no 
comparable criteria present in the other building labels.

Figure 1: greenproperty in comparison with SNBS, DGNB, BREEAM, LEED, MINERGIE(-P/-A)-ECO, 2000-Watt-Site, SIA Information Sheet 2040, and 
CECB at the dimension level (greenproperty as the baseline, excluding the additional requirements of the reference labels). 
Source: Amstein + Walthert AG, Zurich; for illustration purposes only.
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Detailed comparison of requirements
 higher = green: The label has higher requirements than greenproperty
 equal = gray: The label has requirements equivalent to those of greenproperty
 lower = yellow: The label has lower requirements than greenproperty
 none = red: The label has no requirements

Dimen-
sion

Criterion Indicator SNBS DGNB BREEAM LEED MINERGIE 
(-P/-A)-
ECO

2000-Watt-
Site

SIA 
2040 

CECB 
(GEAK)

U
se

Planning Participation equal equal equal none none equal none none
Planning Structural density lower equal none none none equal lower none
Planning Procedure equal lower equal equal none equal none none
Target groups Barrier-free construction higher equal equal none none equal none none
Target groups Integration and mixing equal equal none none none lower none none
Space design Social contact equal higher equal equal none higher none none
Space design Spatial identity equal lower lower none none higher none none
Indoor comfort Indoor climate higher equal equal equal equal none none none
Visual and acoustic 
comfort

Daylight equal equal equal higher equal none none none

Visual and acoustic 
comfort

Sound insulation equal equal equal lower higher none none none

   
   

   
   

In
fra

st
ru

ct
ur

e

Location Basic services equal lower higher higher none equal none none
Location Local recreation/leisure equal lower higher higher none equal none none
Mobility Public transportation lower higher equal equal none equal equal none
Mobility Infrastructure for bikes equal equal equal lower none equal lower none
Mobility Motorized private trans-

portation
lower lower higher equal lower lower lower none

Security Natural hazards higher higher lower higher none none none none
Security Sense of security equal equal lower none none equal none none
Immission Radiation equal equal none none equal none none none
Immission Noise lower equal lower none equal none none none
Immission Outdoor air lower equal none higher lower none none none
Outdoor space Infiltration /retention equal lower equal equal lower lower none none
Outdoor space Biodiversity higher lower lower lower lower lower none none

C
O

2/
en

er
gy

Architecture/concept Building lower lower none none equal equal equal equal
Architecture/concept Summer heat protection higher lower higher equal equal equal equal none
Architecture/concept Efficiency of hot domes-

tic water distribution
lower none none none equal equal equal lower 

Architecture/concept Energy and control 
concept

equal equal equal equal lower lower lower lower 

Self-suply Heat used on site equal equal equal equal higher equal equal equal
Self-suply Degree of self-sufficiency 

electricity
lower lower none equal equal equal equal lower 

Greenhouse gases CO2 emissions in oper-
ation

equal equal equal equal equal equal equal none

Primary energy Energy consumption 
index, operation

equal equal equal equal equal equal equal equal

Electricity Ventilation equal lower none lower equal equal equal lower 
Electricity Lighting equal lower lower lower equal equal equal equal
Electricity Household appliances equal none lower equal equal equal equal equal
Electricity Electricity product higher none higher higher lower equal equal none

   
   

   
  M

at
er

ia
ls

Contaminated sites Contaminated sites on the 
premises

equal equal higher equal none none none none

Embodied energy Primary energy, 
construction

equal lower higher higher equal higher higher none

Environmental impact Recycling equal lower higher higher lower none none none
Environmental impact Raw materials lower higher equal higher lower none none none
Environmental impact Recycled concrete higher lower lower none equal none none none
Environmental impact Pollutant input lower equal none none equal none none none
Indoor air quality Indoor air pollutants equal equal lower lower equal none none none
Water Water consumption none higher equal equal equal none none none

Li
fe

 c
yc

le

Efficiency/flexibility Space efficiency lower equal none none none equal equal none
Efficiency/flexibility Usage flexibility equal equal equal none lower none none none
Commissioning Commissioning equal higher equal equal lower equal none none
Commissioning Energy controlling/

operational optimization
equal lower lower equal equal equal none none

Maintenance Building envelope equal equal equal none equal equal equal none
Maintenance Building structure/fit-out equal equal none none equal none none none
Operation Comparison of variants 

based on life cycle costs
higher equal equal none none equal none none

Operation Planning/construction lower lower none none none lower none none
Operation Building operation lower higher lower lower lower none none none
Data management/
documentation

Building information 
modeling

lower higher none none none none none none

Data management/
documentation

Documentation for 
operations

lower higher lower lower none lower none none

Total number of higher requirements met by reference label 8 9 8 9 2 3 1 0
Total number of equal requirements met by reference label 29 24 20 17 21 25 14 5
Total number of lower requirements met by reference label 15 17 12 8 11 7 4 4
Total number of requirements not applied by reference label 1 3 13 18 18 18 34 44

Figure 2: Results of content-based label comparison at the indicator level (greenproperty as the baseline, excluding the additional requirements of the 
reference labels). Source: Amstein + Walthert AG, Zurich; for illustration purposes only.
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CREDIT SUISSE ASSET MANAGEMENT (Switzerland) Ltd., part of UBS Group
Global Real Estate
P.O. Box 100
CH-8070 Zurich
Switzerland
credit-suisse.com/assetmanagement

Source: Credit Suisse, unless otherwise specified
Unless noted otherwise, all illustrations in this document were produced by Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates with the greatest of care and to the
best of its knowledge and belief.

This material has been prepared by CREDIT SUISSE AG and/or its affiliates (“Credit Suisse”). It is provided for informational and illustrative purposes only, 
does not constitute an advertisement, appraisal, investment research, research recommendations, investment recommendations or information recommend-
ing or suggesting an investment strategy, and it does not contain financial analysis. Moreover it does not constitute an invitation or an offer to the public or 
on a private basis to subscribe for or purchase products or services. Benchmarks, to the extent mentioned, are used solely for purposes of comparison. The 
information contained in this document has been provided as a general commentary only and does not constitute any form of personal recommendation, 
investment advice, legal, tax, accounting or other advice or recommendation or any other financial service. It does not take into account the investment 
objectives, financial situation or needs, or knowledge and experience of any persons. The information provided is not intended to constitute any kind of basis 
on which to make an investment, divestment or retention decision. Credit Suisse recommends that any person potentially interested in the elements 
described in this document shall seek to obtain relevant information and advice (including but not limited to risks) prior to taking any investment decision. The 
information contained herein was provided as at the date of writing, and may no longer be up to date on the date on which the reader may receive or access 
the information. It may change at any time without notice and with no obligation to update. To the extent that this material contains statements about future 
performance, such statements are forward looking and subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. It should be noted that historical returns, past 
performance and financial market scenarios are no reliable indicator of future performance. Significant losses are always possible. This material is not 
directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of, or is located in, any jurisdiction where such 
distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation, or which would subject Credit Suisse to any registration or 
licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. The recipient is informed that a possible business connection may exist between a legal entity referenced in 
the present document and an entity part of Credit Suisse and that it may not be excluded that potential conflict of interests may result from such connection. 
This document has been prepared from sources Credit Suisse believes to be reliable but does not guarantee its accuracy or completeness. Credit Suisse 
may be providing, or have provided within the previous 12 months, significant advice or investment services in relation to any company or issuer mentioned. 
This document may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites. Credit Suisse has not reviewed the linked site and takes no responsibility 
for the content contained therein. Such address or hyperlink (including addresses or hyperlinks to Credit Suisse’s own website material) is provided solely for 
your convenience and information and the content of the linked site does not in any way form part of this document. Accessing such website or following 
such link through this document or Credit Suisse’s website shall be at your own risk. This document is intended only for the person to whom it is issued by 
Credit Suisse. It may not be reproduced either in whole, or in part, without Credit Suisse’s prior written permission.
Important note regarding ESG
There is currently no universal definition or exhaustive list defining the issues or factors that are covered by the concept of “ESG” (Environmental, Social, 
Governance). If not indicated otherwise, ‘ESG’ is used interchangeably with the terms ‘sustainable’ and ‘sustainability’. Unless indicated otherwise, the 
views expressed herein are based on CS’ own assumptions and interpretation of ESG at the time of drafting. CS’ views on ESG may evolve over time and 
are subject to change. An ESG assessment reflects the opinion of the assessing party (CS or external parties such as rating agencies or other financial 
institutions). In the absence of a standardized ESG assessment system, each assessing party has its own research and analysis framework/methodology. 
Therefore, ESG assessment or risk levels given by different assessing parties to the same investment/company/product can vary.  Further, ESG assess-
ment is limited to considering company performance against certain ESG criteria only and does not take into account the other factors needed to assess the 
value of a company.
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